Abstract. We develop a rigorous formalism for the description of the evolution of states of quantum many-particle systems in terms of a one-particle density operator. For initial states which are specified in terms of a one-particle density operator the equivalence of the description of the evolution of quantum many-particle states by the Cauchy problem of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy and by the Cauchy problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation together with a sequence of explicitly defined functionals of a solution of stated kinetic equation is established in the space of trace class operators. The links of the specific quantum kinetic equations with the generalized quantum kinetic equation are discussed.
Introduction
It is well known that in certain situations the collective behavior of quantum many-particle systems can be adequately described by the initial-value problem of the kinetic equation, i.e. by the evolution equation for a one-particle (marginal) density operator [1, 2] . To get an understanding of the nature of such phenomenon as the kinetic evolution it is necessary to answer at least two fundamental questions. One is an origin of initial data for such evolution equation or in other words what is the immediate cause that many-particle systems tend to the state described in terms of a one-particle density operator in evolutionary process. If initial data is completely specified by a one-particle density operator then the other fundamental question is the derivation of quantum kinetic equations from microscopic dynamics, i.e. from the von Neumann equation or the quantum BBGKY hierarchy. We note that the main problem herein is whether such intention can be put on a firm mathematical foundation. In the paper we consider the second question, i.e. the problem of rigorous derivation of quantum kinetic equations from underlying many-particle dynamics.
First attempt to justify the kinetic equations was undertaken by N.N. Bogolyubov on basis of the perturbation method of construction of a particular solution of the hierarchy of equations for marginal distribution functions [3] (in quantum case in the paper [4] ). Later, drawing an analogy with the equilibrium state expansions, such approach for classical system of particles was developed in papers of M.S. Green [5] , M.S. Green and R.A. Piccirelly [6, 7] and in series of E.G.D. Cohen papers, summed up in the review [8] (see also [9] ). The current view of this problem consists in the following [10] . Since the evolution of states of infinitely many quantum particles is generally described by a sequence of marginal density operators which is a solution of the initial-value problem of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy, then the evolution of states can be effectively described by a one-particle density operator governed by the kinetic equation only as a result of some approximations or in a suitable scaling limit [11] [12] [13] [14] . Recently in the framework of such approach the considerable advance in the rigorous derivation of quantum kinetic equations, namely, the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and the quantum Boltzmann equation [25, 26] , is observed.
In the paper we discuss the problem of potentialities inherent in the description of the evolution of states of many-particle systems in terms of a one-particle density operator. We demonstrate that in fact if initial data is completely defined by a one-particle marginal density operator, then all possible states of infinite-particle systems at arbitrary moment of time can be described within the framework of a one-particle density operator without any approximations. Now we outline the structure of the paper and the main results. At first in Section 2 we formulate some definitions and preliminary facts about quantum dynamics of finitely many particles. Then the main results related to the origin of kinetic evolution is stated. For initial data specified in terms of trace class operators satisfying a chaos property in case of the MaxwellBoltzmann statistics we prove that the Cauchy problem of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy can be reformulated as a new Cauchy problem for the certain evolution equation for a one-particle marginal density operator (generalized quantum kinetic equation) and an infinite sequence of explicitly defined functionals of the solution of this evolution equation which characterizes the correlations of particle states. In Section 3 we prove the main results, namely, we develop the method of the kinetic cluster expansions of the cumulants of scattering operators which define the evolution operators of every term of the marginal functional expansions over the products of a one-particle density operator and derive the generalized quantum kinetic equation. In Section 4 a solution of the Cauchy problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation is constructed and the existence of a strong and a weak solution is proved in the space of trace class operators. Finally in Section 5 we conclude with some observations and perspectives for future research. Among them we discuss the problem of the derivation of the specific quantum kinetic equations such as the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, from the constructed generalized quantum kinetic equation in the appropriate scaling limits. In particular the mean-field scaling limit of a solution of the Cauchy problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation and the marginal functionals of the state holds up.
2 Origin of kinetic evolution 2.1 The evolution of many-particle systems: the quantum BBGKY hierarchy
Hereinafter we consider a quantum system of a non-fixed (i.e. arbitrary but finite) number of the identical (spinless) particles with unit mass m = 1 in the space R ν , ν ≥ 1. The Hamiltonian H = ∞ n=0 H n of such system is a self-adjoint operator (H 0 = 0) with the domain
is the Fock space over the Hilbert space H. We adopt the usual convention that
On the subspace of infinitely differentiable functions with compact supports
the Hamiltonian H n of n ≥ 1 particles acts according to the formula
where h = 2π is a Planck constant, Φ is a two-body interaction potential satisfying the Kato conditions [27, 28] . The states of finitely many quantum particles belong to the space
1 (H n ) and f 0 ∈ C, that satisfy the symmetry condition: f n (1, . . . , n) = f n (i 1 , . . . , i n ) for arbitrary (i 1 , . . . , i n ) ∈ (1, . . . , n), equipped with the norm
where Tr 1,...,n are partial traces over 1, . . . , n particles [29] . We denote by
the everywhere dense set of finite sequences of degenerate operators with infinitely differentiable kernels with compact supports [28, 29] .
The evolution of states is described by the sequences F (t) = (F 1 (t, 1), . . . , F s (t, 1, . . . , s), . . .) of the marginal density operators that satisfy the Cauchy problem of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy
and correspondingly
Hereinafter we consider initial data satisfying the factorization property or a "chaos" property [2] , which means the lack of correlations at initial time. For a system of identical particles, obeying the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, we have
The assumption about initial data is intrinsic for the kinetic description of a gas, because in this case all possible states are characterized only by a one-particle density operator. On the space L 1 (H n ) we define the group of operators
On the space L 1 (H n ) the mapping: t → G n (−t)f n is an isometric strongly continuous group which preserves positivity and self-adjointness of operators [30, 31] . For f n ∈ L 1 0 (H n ) there exists a limit in the sense of a strong convergence by which the infinitesimal generator of the group of evolution operators (6) is determined as follows
where the operator (−N n ) is defined by formula (3) and the operator (−N n )f n is defined on the domain D(H n ) ⊂ H n . A solution of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2) with initial data (5) is represented by the expansion
where the evolution operator A 1+n (t), n ≥ 0, is the (n + 1)-order cumulant [31] of the groups of operators (6)
and the following notation are used : {Y } is the set consisting of one element Y = (1, . . . , s), i.e. |{Y }| = 1, P is the sum over all possible partitions of the set ({Y }, (8) converges in the norm of the space L 1 (H s ) for arbitrary t ∈ R 1 . Hereinafter in the capacity of a solution expansion of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy we will use its equivalent representation in the space L 1 (F H ), namely expansion (8) with the (n + 1)-order reduced cumulant [27] , [31] of the groups of operators (6)
If F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H 1 ), in this case series (8) converges in the norm of the space L 1 (H s ) for arbitrary t ∈ R 1 and the estimate holds
Thus, in case of initial data (5) the microscopic evolution of states of quantum many-particle systems is described by sequence (8), (9) . In the next subsection we formulate the evolution of states in terms of the kinetic theory.
The kinetic evolution: main results
Since we consider initial data (5) which are completely characterized by the one-particle density operator F 0 1 , namely,
. . , the initial-value problem of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2)- (5) is not completely well-defined Cauchy problem, because the generic initial data is not independent for every unknown operator F s (t, 1, . . . , s), s ≥ 1, in the hierarchy of equations. Thus, it naturally arises the opportunity of reformulating such initial-value problem as a new Cauchy problem for operator F 1 (t) with the independent initial data together with explicitly defined functionals F s t, 1, . . . , s | F 1 (t) , s ≥ 2, of the solution F 1 (t) of this Cauchy problem. We refer to such functionals as the marginal functionals of the state of quantum many-particle systems. At first we define the restated Cauchy problem.
Functionals F s t, 1, . . . , s | F 1 (t) , s ≥ 2, are represented by the following expansions over products of the one-particle density operator F 1 (t)
where the (n + 1)-order evolution operator V 1+n (t), n ≥ 0, are defined as follows
. . .
and
is the sum over all possible dissections 3 D j of the linearly ordered set Z j ≡ (s + n − n 1 − . . . − n j + 1, . . . , s + n − n 1 − . . . − n j−1 ) on no more than s + n − n 1 − . . . − n j linearly ordered subsets. In (12) we denote by A 1+n (t) the (1 + n)-order reduced cumulant, i.e.
of the following groups of scattering operators
We give below for later use a few examples of the evolution operators V n , n ≥ 1, of the lower orders:
In terms of groups of scattering operators (13), evolution operators (14) are represented:
s).
In what follows it will be clear that functionals (11) characterize the correlations of quantum many-particle states. The one-particle density operator F 1 (t) is a solution of the following initial-value problem
where the evolution operator V 1+n (t) is defined by formula (12) . We refer to evolution equation (15) as the generalized quantum kinetic equation. For systems of classical particles such equation was formulated in [2, 32, 33] and for discrete velocity models in [34] . We observe that the kinetic evolution is described in terms of cumulants of scattering operators (13) in contrast to the evolution of states described by the BBGKY hierarchy (2) .
Thus, the principle of equivalence of initial-value problems (15)- (16) and (2), (5) is true.
the initial-value problem of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2), (5) is equivalent to the initial-value problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (15), (16) together with the sequence of marginal functionals of the state F s t | F 1 (t) , s ≥ 2, defined by expansions (11) .
The proof of the equivalence proposition is the subject of next section. It should be noted that the possibility for the corresponding initial data to describe the evolution of states only within the framework of a one-particle density operator without any approximations is an inherent property of infinite-particle dynamics. Remark 1. We illustrate the possibility of reformulating of initial-value problem of a hierarchy of evolution equations in case of depending initial data as a new Cauchy problem for the certain evolution equation together with explicitly defined functionals of a solution of this Cauchy problem by the example of the quantum Vlasov hierarchy [12, 15] 
The Cauchy problem (17)- (18) is equivalent to the Cauchy problem of the Vlasov quantum kinetic equation
and a sequence of functionals f s t, 1, . . . , s | f 1 (t) , s ≥ 2, defined by the expressions
The structure of these functionals is usually interpreted as such that the quantum Vlasov hierarchy (17) preserves chaos property (18) in time for particles obeying Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics.
3 Kinetic evolution of quantum many-particle systems
Marginal functionals of the state
The straightforward procedure to construct marginal functionals of the state (11) consists in the elimination from expressions of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy solution (8), (9) for s = 1 and s ≥ 2 the initial one-particle density operator F 0 1 . With this aim we express the operator F 0 1 in terms of the operator F 1 (t) from expansion (8), (9) for s = 1 applying the contraction mapping principle.
In view of expression (8) for s = 1 in the space L 1 (H) we have the following equation for the determination of initial one-particle density operator via the operator F 1 (t):
where in the space L 1 (H) the nonlinear mapping A acts according to the formula
and we denote: f 0 ≡ G 1 (t, 1)F 1 (t, 1). Let us find a condition under which nonlinear mapping (21) is a contraction mapping. Let f 1 and f 2 are arbitrary elements from the space L 1 (H), then according to definition (21) we obtain the estimate
where x 0 is a solution of the equation e 2x (2x + 1) = 2 such that x 0 ≈ 0, 18742 > e −2 . Therefore under condition (22) there exists a unique solution of equation (21) in the space L 1 (H). This solution is determined as the limit of successive approximations
. This solution expresses initial data F 0 1 by means of the one-particle density operator F 1 (t). Consequently, assembling the evolution operators before the products of operators F 1 (t), we can represent solution (8) of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy for s ≥ 2 as the marginal functionals with respect to the one-particle density operator F 1 (t).
Thus, if the norm of initial one-particle density operator
then in view of estimate (10) there exists a sequence of marginal functionals of the state F s t | F 1 (t) , s ≥ 2, which are represented by converged series (11) . These functionals satisfy the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2) for s ≥ 2, if the operator F 1 (t) is given by expression (8) for s = 1. The condition under which the marginal functionals of the state exist was ascertained in [35] and in case of classical systems of particles in the paper [32] .
Remark 2. Within the framework of the kinetic description of evolution of quantum states we have used the space of trace class operators by reason of the existence of global in time solution of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy [36] . In this space the condition:
, guarantees the convergence of series (8) and means that the average number of particles is finite. We can reformulate the convergence condition of series (8) as a condition on the parameter characterizing the density 1 v of a system (the average number of particles in a unit volume). In fact if we consider the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2) as the evolution equation in the thermodynamic limit, then as a result of the renormalization of initial data F in case of reduced cumulants (9) . In this case marginal functionals of the state are represented by converged series (11) under the condition:
We emphasize that intensional spaces for the description of states of infinite-particle systems, that means the description of kinetic evolution or equilibrium states [37] , are different from the exploit space [2] .
Kinetic cluster expansions
Now we formulate one more method to define the marginal functionals of the state in the explicit form, namely, we develop the method of kinetic cluster expansions. The following assertion is valid. Theorem 1. Under condition (23) the marginal density operator F s (t) defined by (8) , (9) for s ≥ 2 and the marginal functional F s t | F 1 (t) defined by (11) , (12) are equivalent if and only if the evolution operators V 1+n (t) , n ≥ 0, satisfy the following recurrence relations
where D:Z= l X l , |D|≤s+n−n 1 is the sum over all possible dissections D of the linearly ordered set Z ≡ (s + n − n 1 + 1, . . . , s + n) on no more than s + n − n 1 linearly ordered subsets.
Proof. Necessity. To derive recurrence relations (24) we assume that for s ≥ 2 marginal density operators (8) coincide with the functionals of a one-particle density operator
These marginal functionals of the state are represented in the form of series over particle clusters whose evolution is governed by the corresponding order evolution operator acting on products of one-particle density operators defined on Hilbert spaces associated with every particle from the cluster, namely as expansions (11) .
Observing that in case of s = 1 for a solution of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy defined by expansion (8) the following equality holds
where D:Z= k X k , |D|≤s+n is the sum over all possible dissections D of the linearly ordered set Z ≡ (s + n + 1, . . . , s + n + n 1 ) on no more than s + n linearly ordered subsets, we transform functionals F s (t | F 1 (t)), s ≥ 2, to the series over products of initial one-particle density operators.
Then, equating term by term both series for F s (t), s ≥ 2, and for the transformed functionals F s (t | F 1 (t)) under the trace sings for the evolution operators acting on the same products of initial data, we obtain the following recurrence relations for the generating evolution operators of functionals (11) in terms of cumulants of groups of operators (6) A 1+n (t, {Y }, s + 1, . . . , s + n) = V 1+n t, {Y }, s + 1, . . . , s + n + (26)
where the linearly ordered set Z = (s + n − n 1 + 1, . . . , s + n) is dissected on no more than s + n − n 1 linearly ordered subsets.
Under the trace signs recurrence relations (26) are naturally represented in terms of cumulants of scattering operators as (24) . We refer to recurrence relations (24) as the kinetic cluster expansions of reduced cumulants of scattering operators (13) .
Sufficiency. Using recurrence relations (24), i.e. kinetic cluster expansions of reduced cumulants of scattering operators (13), we construct the expansions of the functionals of a one-particle density operator F s (t | F 1 (t)), s ≥ 2, on basis of solution expansions (8) of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy. Indeed, taking into account relations (26), we represent series over the summation index n and the sum over the summation index n 1 as the two-fold series
where Z ≡ (s + n + 1, . . . , s + n + n 1 ) is the linearly ordered set and it is used the notations introduced above. The series in the right-hand side converge under condition (23) .
In view of formula (25) we identify the series over the summation index n 1 with the products of one-particle density operators and consequently for s ≥ 2 the following equality holds
i.e., if kinetic cluster expansions (24) of cumulants of scattering operators (13) hold, then solution expansions (8) for s ≥ 2 can be represented in the form of marginal functionals of the state (11).
We make a few examples of relations (24) of the kinetic cluster expansions:
It is evident that solutions of these relations are given by expressions (14) which the evolution operators (12) of the first, second and third order correspondingly are determined by in the expansions of marginal functionals of the state (11). In general case solutions of recurrence relations (24) are given by expressions (12) . This statement is verified as a result of the substitution of expressions (12) into recurrence relations (24) . It should be emphasized that in case under consideration, i.e. the absence of correlations at initial time, the correlations generated by the dynamics of a system are completely governed by evolution operators (12) .
Typical properties for the kinetic description of the evolution of constructed marginal functionals of the state (11) are induced by the properties of evolution operators (12) . Let us indicate some intrinsic properties of the evolution operators V 1+n (t), n ≥ 0, representative for cumulants (semi-invariants) of group of operators.
Since in case of a system of non-interacting particles for scattering operators (13) the equality holds: G n (t) = I, where I is a unit operator, then we have V 1+n (t) = Iδ n,0 , where δ n,1 is a Kronecker symbol. Similarly, at initial time t = 0 it is true: V 1+n (0) = Iδ n,0 .
The infinitesimal generator of the first-order evolution operator (14) is defined by the following limit in the sense of the norm convergence in the space
where the operator (−N int (i, j)) is defined by formula (
In general case, i.e. n ≥ 2, in the sense of the norm convergence in the space L 1 (H n ) for the n-order evolution operator (12) it holds lim t→0 1 t V n (t, 1, . . . , n)f n = 0.
Summarize we observe that in case of initial data (5) which is completely characterized by the one-particle density operator F 0 1 , solution (8) for s ≥ 2 of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2) and marginal functionals of the state (11) give two equivalent approaches to the description of states of quantum many-particle systems.
The derivation of the generalized quantum kinetic equation
Let us construct the evolution equation which satisfies expression (8),(9) for s = 1 .
Taking into account equality (7) and observing the validity of the following equalities for reduced cumulants (9) of groups (6) for f ∈ L 1 0 (F H ) in the sense of the norm convergence (for n ≥ 2 it is a consequence that we consider a system of particles interacting by a two-body potential):
we will differentiate over the time variable expression (8), (9) for s = 1 in the sense of pointwise convergence in the space L 1 (H 1 ). As result it holds
In second summand in the right-hand side of this equality we expand reduced cumulants (9) of groups (6) into transformed (26) kinetic cluster expansions (24) and represent series over the summation index n and the sum over the summation index n 1 as the two-fold series. Then the following equalities take place:
where Z ≡ (n + 3 − n 1 , . . . , n + 2) and Z ′ ≡ (n + 3, . . . , n + 2 + n 1 ) are linearly ordered sets and it is used the notations accepted above.
Consequently, applying in case of s = 2 formula (25) to the obtained expression, from equality (27) we derive
Under condition (23) the series in right-hand side of this equality converges. The constructed identity (28) for the one-particle (marginal) density operator F 1 (t, 1) we will treat as the evolution equation which governs the one-particle states of many-particle quantum systems obeying the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics.
We remark that one more approach to the derivation of the generalized quantum kinetic equation consists in its construction on the basis of dynamics of correlations [36, 38] .
Thus, if initial data is completely defined by a one-particle density operator, then all possible states of infinite-particle systems at arbitrary moment of time can be described within the framework of a one-particle density operator without any approximations. In other words, for mentioned states the evolution of states governed by the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2) can be completely described by the generalized quantum kinetic equation (15) and therefore Proposition 1 is valid.
Some properties of marginal functionals of the state
We indicate that expansions (11) of marginal functionals of the state are nonequilibrium analog of the Mayer-Ursell expansions over powers of the density of equilibrium marginal density operators [3, 7] .
In case of the description of states in terms of the marginal correlation operators [36, 38] 
where P is the sum over all possible partitions P of the set Y ≡ (1, . . . , s), s ≥ 2, into |P| nonempty mutually disjoint subsets X i ⊂ Y and in particular, G 1 (t) = F 1 (t), the marginal correlation functionals G s t, Y | F 1 (t) , s ≥ 2, are represented by the expansions similar to (11), namely
In expansion (29) it is introduced the notion of the declasterization mapping θ : {Y } → Y . This mapping is defined by the formula [39] θ({Y }) = Y, that it means the declasterization of particle clusters in cumulants of scattering operators, i.e. in contrast to expansion (11) the n term of expansions (29) of marginal correlation functionals
is governed by the (1 + n)-order evolution operator (12) of the (s + n)-order, n ≥ 0, cumulants of the scattering operators, for example, as compared to (14) the lower orders evolution operators V 1+n t, θ({Y }), s + 1, . . . , s + n , n ≥ 0, have the form
and in case of s = 2, it holds
In the framework of the description of states by marginal functionals of the state (11) the average values, for example, of the additive-type observables
. .) are given by the functional
i.e. they are defined by a solution of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (15), or in general case of the s-particle observables A (s) = (0, . . . , 0, a s (1, . . . , s), . . . ,
H) these functionals exist. The dispersion of an additive-type observable is defined by a solution of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (15) and marginal correlation functionals (29) as follows
where the functional A (1) (t) is determined by expression (31) . Note that the dispersion of observables is minimal for states characterized by marginal correlation functionals (29) equals to zero, i.e. from macroscopic point of view the evolution of many-particle states with the minimal dispersion is the Markovian kinetic evolution.
In fact functionals (29) or (11) characterize the correlations of states of quantum manyparticle systems. We illustrate close links of functionals (29) and (11) in the following way:
Basically this equality gives the classification of all possible currently in use scaling limits [11] [12] [13] . In the scaling limits it is assumed that chaos property (5) of initial state preserves in time, i.e. the scaling limit means such limit of dimensionless parameters of a system in which the marginal correlation functional G 2 t, 1, 2 | F 1 (t) vanishes. According to definition (29) , it is possible, if particles of every finite particle cluster move without collisions (30) . In conclusions the mean-field scaling limit of functionals (11) and (29) holds up.
Another approach to the derivation of the Markovian kinetic equations was formulated by Bogolyubov [3] (see also [40] ) and consists in the construction of marginal functionals of the state F s t, Y | F 1 (t) by the perturbation method.
Let us consider first two terms of expansion (11) . If an interaction potential in (1) is a bounded operator and f s+1 ∈ L 1 (H s+1 ), then for the second-order cumulant A 2 (t, {Y }, s + 1) of scattering operators (13) an analog of the Duhamel equation holds
and, consequently, for the second-order evolution operator V 2 (t, {Y }, s + 1) we have
In the kinetic (macroscopic) scale of the variation of variables [10] groups of operators (6) of finitely many particles depend on microscopic time variable ε −1 t, where ε ≥ 0 is a scale parameter, and the dimensionless marginal functionals of the state are represented in the form:
Note that on the macroscopic scale the typical length for the kinetic phenomena described, for example, by the quantum Boltzmann equation is the mean free pass. Then according to (33) in the formal Markovian limit ε → 0 the first two terms of the dimensionless marginal functional expansions coincide with corresponding terms constructed by the perturbation method with the use of the weakening of correlation condition in [3] (see also [4, 40] )
Therefore in the kinetic scale the collision integral of the generalized kinetic equation (15) takes the form of Bogolyubov's collision integral [3, 40] which enables to control correlations of infinite-particle systems. We remark that in the homogeneous case the collision integral of the first approximation in (34) has a more general form than the quantum Boltzmann collision integral.
4 Initial-value problem of generalized kinetic equation
An existence theorem
Before considering abstract initial-value problem (15)- (16) in the space L 1 (H) we generalize it for case of n-body interaction potential Φ (n) , n ≥ 1. In this case the Cauchy problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation has the form
where V 1+n−k (t), is the (1 + n − k)-order evolution operator (12) and notations (3), (4) are used, and
The collision integral in the generalized quantum kinetic equation (35) is defined by the convergent series under condition (23) .
For the sake of a comparison of the structure of various collision integral components in (35) we give expressions of the collision integral term describing a two-body interaction and three particle correlations
and the collision integral term describing a three-body interaction
where the evolution operators V 2 (t, {1, 2}, 3) and V 1 (t, {1, 2, 3}) are defined by formulas (14) . For the Cauchy problem (35)- (36) ( and (15)- (16)) in the space L 1 (H) the following statement is true. (36) is determined by the following expansion
where the reduced cumulants A 1+n (t), n ≥ 0, are defined by formula (9) 
where abridged notations are applied: the symbols F 1 (t, 1) and n+1 i=1 F 1 (t, i) are implied series (37) and for s = 1 series (25), respectively.
To prove the existence of a strong solution of initial-value problem (35)- (36) we use the result of section 3.4 on the differentiation of expansion (37) over time variable in the sense of the pointwise convergence in the space L 1 (H) with a little modification. Taking into account that for n ≥ 1 and f n+1 ∈ L 1 0 (H n+1 ) the equality is true
in the sense of the pointwise convergence in the space L 1 (H) we have
In the second summand in the right-hand side of this equality we expand the reduced cumulants (9) of groups (6) into transformed (26) kinetic cluster expansions (24) and represent series over the summation index n and the sum over the summation index k as the two-fold series. Then, applying formula (25) in case of s = n + 1 to the obtained expression, from equality (39) we derive
..,n+k+1 A 1+k (t, {1, . . . , n + 1}, (40) n + 2 . . . , n + k + 1)
Under the condition: F 0 1 L 1 (H) < e −2 , the series in the right-hand side of this equality converges in the norm of the space L 1 (H). Hence in view of equalities (39) and (40) 
0 (H), we finally establish the validity of equality (38) .
The proof that for arbitrary F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H) a weak solution of initial-value problem (35)- (36) is given by expansion (37) is the subject of next section.
A weak solution
Let us prove that in case of arbitrary initial data F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H) expansion (37) is a weak solution of the initial-value problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (35) . With this purpose we introduce the functional
where
is degenerate bounded operator with infinitely times differentiable kernel with compact support and the operator F 1 (t) is defined by expansion (37) . According to estimate (10), for f 1 ∈ L 0 (H), functional (41) exists and represents by the convergence series. Using expansion (37), we transform functional (41) as follows
where the group of operators G 1+n−k (t) is adjoint to the group G 1+n−k (−t) in the sense of functional (41) . For F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H) and f 1 ∈ L 0 (H) considering (39) the following equality holds in the sense of the * -weak convergence [30] of the space L(H)
H) and bounded interaction potentials the limit functionals exist. Using equality (40), we transform the second functional in (42) to the form
Therefore as consequence of equalities (42),(43), for functional (41) we have
Equality (44) means that expansion (37) for arbitrary F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H) is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (35)- (36) .
For the Cauchy problem (35)- (36) it can be introduced the notion of a weak solution in certain generalized sense. Consider the functional
is a finite sequence of degenerate bounded operators [28] with infinitely times differentiable kernels with compact supports and elements of the sequence
. . are defined by formulas (37) and (11) for the first and other elements correspondingly. If for functional (45) it is valid the equality
where B + is the operator dual to the generator of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy [41] , i.e.
we are said to be that expansion (37) is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (35)-(36) in extended meaning.
To verify this definition we transform functional (45) as follows [41] f,
where Z⊂Y \(j 1 ,...,j s−n ) is a sum over all subsets Z ⊂ Y \(j 1 , . . . , j s−n ) of the set Y \(j 1 , . . . , j s−n ) ⊂ (1, . . . , s). For F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H) and bounded interaction potentials this functional exists. Skipping the details, as a result for f ∈ L 0 (F H ) the derivative of functional (45) over the time variable in the sense of the * -weak convergence in the space L(F H ) takes the form [41] 
In the sense of defined notion of a weak solution in extended meaning (46) equality (47) means that for arbitrary initial data F 0 1 ∈ L 1 (H) a weak solution of the initial-value problem of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (35) is determined by formula (37) .
Conclusions
We demonstrate that in fact if initial data is completely defined by a one-particle density operator, then all possible states of infinite-particle systems at arbitrary moment of time can be described within the framework of a one-particle density operator without any approximations and explicitly defined functionals of this one-particle density operator. One of the advantage of such approach is the possibility to construct the kinetic equations in scaling limits if there are correlations of particle states at initial time [2] , for instance, correlations characterizing the condensate states [1] .
The specific quantum kinetic equations such as the Boltzmann equation and other ones, can be derived from the constructed generalized quantum kinetic equation in the appropriate scaling limits or as a result of certain approximations. For example, in the mean-field limit [13] (the case of scaled interaction potential ǫ Φ, i.e. ǫ N int ) we derive the quantum Vlasov equation and for pure states the Hartree equation or the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (in case of a twobody interaction potential with the cubic nonlinear term and for n-body interaction potential (35) with the 2n − 1 power nonlinear term).
Indeed, if there exists the following limit f 
then for arbitrary finite time interval, there exists the limit of solution (37) of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (15) 
where f 1 (t) is a strong solution of the Cauchy problem of the quantum Vlasov equation (19)- (20) represented in the form of the following expansion G 1 (−t 1 + t 2 , j 1 ) . . . and the operator N int is defined by formula (4). For bounded interaction potentials series (50) converges for finite time interval [27] .
This statement is a consequence that, if f s ∈ L 1 (H s ), then for arbitrary finite time interval for the strongly continuous group (6) it holds [28] The last equalities mean that in the mean-field scaling limit chaos property (5) preserves in time.
In the case of quantum systems of particles obeying Fermi or Bose statistics [38] the generalized quantum kinetic equation (35) and functionals (11) have different structures. The analysis of these cases will be given in a separate paper.
In the end it should be emphasized that a one-particle marginal density operator which belongs to the space L 1 α (F H ) describes only finitely many particles, i.e. systems for which the average number of particles in a system is finite. In order to describe the evolution of infinitely many particles we have to construct solutions for initial data that belongs to more general Banach spaces than the space of trace class operators [2] . For example, it can be the space of sequences of bounded operators containing the equilibrium states [27, 37] . In that case every term of the solution expansions of the quantum BBGKY hierarchy (2) and correspondingly of the generalized quantum kinetic equation (15) as well as marginal functionals of the state (11) contains the divergent traces [2, 8] .
